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C&C Wood Products
•Located in Quesnel, BC
• Incorporated 1977
•185 employees incl. 30 forest workers
•Logging company, sawmill, value-added
•240,000 m3 capacity small diameter logs
• Interior panelling, engineered wood
•Customers are Lowe’s and Home Depot

Midnight Storm Shiplap
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The Cycle of Silviculture

•How is it Changing?
•Strategies to Pivot the Sector
•Skill Development:
•Machine Operators
•Forest Technicians
•Resource Professionals

Natural Shiplap Pine
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How is Silviculture Changing?

Aged Grey and Stone Wash White Shiplap

Doc Brown says…
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What is Silviculture?
BC Silviculture Systems Guidebook:
•managing forest vegetation by controlling:

• stand establishment,
•growth,
• composition, 
•quality, and 
• structure…

for the full range of forest resource 
objectives.

Classic V-Joint Pine
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Silviculture System

•covers all activities for a rotation 
•Includes harvesting, 
regeneration, and stand-tending.
•Follows a planned program to 
achieve stand objectives.

Natural Shiplap Pine
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How is Silviculture 
Changing?

•Objectives have not 
changed

But…
•The environment is 
changing

Rustic Brown and Aged Grey Planks
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Drivers of Change

•Climate change
•Massive wildfires
•Mountain Pine Beetle
•Spruce & Fir Beetle
•Diminished timber supply
•High stumpage and lumber tariffs
•Mill closures

Pine Pickwick Tongue & Groove
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How to Deal?

Adapt our strategies 
to achieve our objectives.

What are some objectives and 
strategies?

Western Red Cedar T&G
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FRPA s.149 Objectives
• (a) soils;

• (b) visual quality;

• (c) timber;

• (d) forage and associated plant communities;

• (e) water;

• (f) fish;

• (g) wildlife;

• (h) biodiversity;

• (i) recreation resources;

• (j) resource features;

• (k) cultural heritage resources.

Engineered Multi-Lam Pine Timber
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Provincial Timber Objectives

•Maintain or improve:
•Volume Flow Over Time;
•Timber Quality;
•Tree Species Composition;
•Stand Productivity and Growing Stock;
• Inherent Site Capacity.

Midnight Storm 6” Engineered Pine Shiplap
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Volume Flow Over Time

•Objectives:
•Manage adaptively;
•Achieve predictability;
•Utilize fibre.

•Adaptive strategy:
•Maximize utilization and full range 
of products from wood.

Midnight Storm 6” Engineered Pine Shiplap
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Maximized Utilization

•Value-added (panelling, posts)
•Pulp & paper
•Wood pellets
•Medium density fibre board (MDF)
•Cogeneration
•Fossil fuel alternatives

Western Red Cedar Tongue & Groove
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Timber Quality

•Objectives:
•High-value species;
•High-quality fibre;
•Premium sawlogs.

•Adaptive strategy: 
• Improve understanding of stand 
establishment, development and 
management.

Edge-glued and Finger-jointed Painted Shiplap
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Improving Understanding
•Training and education
•Professional development
•Building workforce capacity

Knotty Cedar V-Joint
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Tree Species Composition

•Objectives:
•Resilient species mix;
•Reduced vulnerability;
•Well adapted and diverse trees.

•Adaptive strategy: 
• Improve understanding of 
resilience and adaptability.

DIY Painted Engineered Pine
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Resilience & Adaptability
•Different species
•Harvesting methods
•Silviculture treatments

Aspen V-Joint Tongue & Groove
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Stand Productivity and 
Growing Stock

•Objectives:
•Full site occupancy
•Allowing for other values;
•Reduced insects, disease, fire

•Adaptive strategy: 
• Improve understanding of stand 
dynamics, growth, yield, and 
managing risk.

Engineered Multi-Lam Pine Timber
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Managing Risk
• Landscape level planning

• Innovative prescriptions
• Landscape restoration

• Balanced commerce/ecology

• What products will it support?

Aged Grey Rough Square Edge
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Inherent Site Capacity
•Objectives:
•Minimize permanent roads;
•Maintain natural drainage;
•Minimize soil compaction & erosion;
•Nutrient cycling & soil nutrition.

•Adaptive strategy: 
• Improve understanding of influences 
on site capacity.

Engineered Multi-Lam Pine Timber
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Improving Site Capacity
• Build less road
•Minimize compaction
• Low-impact harvesting

Beaded Pine Tongue & Groove
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Low-Impact Harvesting
•Four machines in Quesnel (West Fraser)
• In 10-20 years, could be 40 machines
•Fell, delimb, buck tree with single grip
•Big portion of harvest will be:
•partial cutting in high elevation stands
•caribou and mule deer winter range
•commercial thinning of young stands to 
enhance value

Horizontal Beaded Pine
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Looking to the Future

•Challenging forest conditions
•Second growth management
•Managing other values, wildfire 
prevention, complex prescriptions
•Requires multi-purpose machines
•Single-grip harvesters & forwarders

Aspen V-Joint Tongue & Groove
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A New Regime

•Partial cutting;
•Wildfire risk reduction treatments;
•Continue recovery of dead trees;
•Commercial thinning young stands.

Rustic Brown Square Edge Plank
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How to be Successful?

•Significant training
•Support programs for operators
•Opened doors from Government
•Joint ventures with First Nations
•Opportunities in more forest types
•Collaboration and experimentation

Engineered Multi-Lam Pine Timber
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Limitations?
•Not capitalization of equipment,
• It’s people and training.

Opportunities?

• $12 million for workers to access skills training
• Better paying jobs and cross-training
•College programs for operators
• Forestry curriculum in public schools

DIY Painted Rough Shiplap
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COFI Recommendations
• Invest in skills training programs to ready the 
workforce for industry’s future needs
• Enhance funding of BCIT’s Wood Processing 
Program (sawmilling, value-added)
• Expand a Forest Education Program to all of BC
•Create a searchable inventory of forest training, 
scholarships and bursaries
• Build a “shelf-ready” forest education module 
for primary and secondary educators

Midnight Storm Shiplap
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First Nations Perspective
• High school forestry programs, field visits to logging 

and exposure to operating different machines, may 
encourage further training

• Incorporate traditional management practices and 
values, i.e. natural versus technological, e.g. manage 
for salmon and healthy wildlife/forests will follow

• Encourage youth engagement and creativity, they care 
about the environment and will speak their minds

• Have First Nations led working groups to work on 
regional strategies to support forestry and mitigate the 
affects of climate change

Rustic Brown Square Edge Plank
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One-Year College Program 
for Operators

•Basic harvester mechanics
• Instrumentation and technology
•Maintenance and troubleshooting
•Machine time / simulator
•Basic forestry and silvics
• Integrated resource management

Grey Re-sawn Square Edge
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Applied Forestry
•Multi-aged multi-layered Douglas-fir
•We’re treating the stand for resilience
•What is the treatment? Why?
•How is it different from a 35 year old 
Pine stand?
•What are the tree selection criteria?
•What impact will it make on the stand?

Weathered Rough Shiplap
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Training Modules
• Steep slope harvesting

• Safety and safe work practices

• Environmental stewardship

• First Nations values

• Riparian habitat

• Road building techniques

• Water management

• Orienteering (map/compass)

• Hand-held electronics

• Cultural heritage

• Forest economics, ROI

• Growth and yield

Edge & Centre Bead Tongue & Groove Pine

• Timber cruising/valuation

• Logging systems

• Endangered wildlife species

• Plant identification

• Ecotyping

• Stream assessments

• Stream crossings/bridges

• Survival skills

• ATV operation

• Log quality/utilization

• Supervision and leadership

• Landscape level planning
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Time is of the Essence

•Shift to a landscape approach with a 
lighter footprint and more value 
extraction
•Need initiative from government, 
industry, educational institutions
•Financing partnerships, trainers
•Will take a few years to get people 
through new educational programs

Aspen Tongue & Groove
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Transform Ourselves

•Change collective thinking
•Less exclusive designations on the 
land-base
•Move from static to dynamic 
management
•Utilize tools to create, restore, 
maintain other values

DIY Painted Shiplap
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Obstacles

•Volume vs. area based tenure
•Constraints of legal orders
•Onerous exemption process with

no guarantee of success
•Need new tenures
•Collaboration, e.g. with habitat 
biologists on objectives and process

Rustic Brown Square Edge Plank
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Stumpage Constraints
•Douglas-fir salvage is $65 per m3
•City fire fuel treatment is $46
•Value of treatment is huge
•Reduce stumpage for uneconomic harvest
•Access to affordable timber supply
•Adapt timber pricing formula
•Specified operations designation
•Responsiveness to market pricing

Rustic Brown Shiplap
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High Fire Hazard

•Condition of Fir is fuel buildup
•Vulnerable to loss
•High fire hazard
•Mule deer winter range
•Can’t use conventional equipment
•Must work together to treat these 
stands

Aged Grey Shiplap
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Collaboration

•Less us and them
•More common goals
•Forester’s goal is sustainability
•Come together, talk and build trust
•Local management forums
•Multi-agency multi-discipline 
solutions

Rustic Brown Shiplap
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Regional Forums

•Engage First Nations, Provincial and 
local government, industry, and 
public
•Develop timber supply area planning 
projects
•First Nations, Licensees and other 
stakeholders want to participate
•Full-time dedicated expert team lead

Pickwick Pine Tongue & Groove
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Goals

•Adaptive workforce
•Succession planning
•Reducing the threat level
•Attracting labour
•Building up industry towns
•Skill development for operators, 
technicians and professionals

Knotty Cedar V-Groove
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Skill Development in 
Harvesting Technology

•Harvesters
•Selective
•Low-impact
•Chipping
•Grinding

Pickwick Pine Tongue and Groove
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Skill Developmennt in 
Planning Technology

•GIS analysis
•Satellite imagery
•Drone imagery
•Tablets
•Computers
•Office skills

Aged Pine V-Joint
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Skill Development in  
Research

•Ecological 
modeling of 
landscape level 
resilience 
•Made in BC 
solution

Wainscot Pine
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Skill Development in 
Manufacturing Technology

• Innovation 
•Automation
•New Products
• Investment

Pine Beaded on Moulder Outfeed
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Open Regulatory Climate

•Creativity
•Tenure
•Research
•Studies
•Collaboration
•Change

Whitewash Rough Shiplap
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Future Forest Worker

Whitewash Rough Square Edge

Maximizing 
value rather 

than just 
volume

- Forest Minister 
Doug Donaldson


